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Proble solving p

The fact that females are the main caretakers of both fe ale

and male children has profound effects on the development of sey Identi

children. The pr,cess of achieving masculine sex idantity is consequently

th more diffIcult d more vulnerable than the , ess of achieving feminin

sex idOnLLty. Lynn (1969) has hypothesized that young boys initially identify

with their mothers and later must switch thei

Tu enable them to do this, male children develop conceptions of d

femle role and _ ject the female role. The procoss of differentiatin them-

selves from the female role, then becomes very important to young boys. Furtler-

more, Lynn has hoothosiaod that this process of establf hing

n :El:cat:tun the mile role.

identity in

boys facilitates their pr blem-solving ability. In contrast to male

children, according to Lynn, female children retain their initial jdentific

tion with their mothers, do not have to differentiate bet- en sex roles as

itly, do not receive the facilitation in development of problem-solving

skills, '.-nd do not become as good problem solver

Some studies of the play activities and preferences -f children

lend support to the hypothels that it is very Important for young boys to

differentiate themselves from feminine activIties, Rose berg and Sutton-S i h

compared the game preferences of male and female children acro s a 30-year

span and found that the roses of boys and girls did not converge. V.Thlle

0- play prefer2nces of the girls had expanded to include etivities that

had previously been constde ed exclusively masculine, the play prefe lances of

the boys had contracted.

Stein, Fohly and .11-rdler (1971) examined Ulu effect of the sex label

of a task on the performance of 6th grade children. Th-y found that the boys

expected to do better, believed it ..was more important for them to do hoLter,

spent mo:e Lime working on a task and liked the t sk better, when it was

defined as a masculine one. The girls expected to.do poorer and believ,d it
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wa5i less
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tant for them to do well whe- thL task was defined as masculine,

but spent the same nmount of time on the task and liked it equally well _egard-

less of whet labelled feminine, masculine, or neutral.

Similarly, Montemayor (1974) found that boys significantly

better with a toy requicing motor skills and liked it better when

ide Lifted as ' toy fur boys than for girls. Girls likewise performed butter

nnd likedthe toy more when it was identified as one ior girls than for bays.

There is -1. once t boys and gi toys Viet are

identified as appropriate to their sex (Liebert, McCall and Hanratty, 1971).

Indu- thie sole,=1,-Ion of Cletliities is the basis of some measures

sox identifi -tion in young children 1956; Fein, Johnson, Kosson,

Stork and Wassorma dclman, 1974).

These studios indEcate that boys profer maser ine toys, games and

tasks, spend more time on the tasks, and do better on games when they are

labelled masculine. The studies provide only some partial support for the

hypothesis that it is mere important for boys to separate th mselves from

feminine acti- ties than for zirls to separate thems-lves from _o_sculine

actiyit s This studY was desi.gned to test this hypothesis.

this line of resent-eh to study of sex label and sex identification

on performance on a problem-s _ving task in young children. Nursery ,_god

children were uSec in the stud) since it is during the ages of thr_e to five

that sex identity becomes crysta

The fi rst Oype,_ thit young boys would differen

selves from a task if it was identified as one appropriate for girls.

Consequently, it was predicted that boys would perform best on a task if it

was defined as appropria - for boyF (boys do better condition) , less well if

the task wa defined as a proprinte for both boys and girls (both do well



cndit and m_st po rly if the task was defined as appropriate for girls

ris do better condtion). Since girls do not have the same problems in

differentiating ti selves from the male lc such differentiation should

be- less it portant to them and different predictions were made for chem. The

second prediction was that the girls performance would not differ on the

task in the girls do better or both do well conditions, but that their

_rmance would he poorer in the boys do better condition. Du

sex role standards

,rformance on tho

both b

was defined as one a

t- the

_964) in the -onditions, whi?h define the level of

appropriate or inappropriate for the two sexes,

wre expected to perform most poorly on the task when it

priate for the opposite sex. However, due to the

-Joys- need to differec_t te themselves from the feminine role, it was further

prodicre, chat the diffe :e between th- oys' perfirmance on the task when

it was defined as 3oIrapriatC (boys do better and both do well conditions)

and their performanct' on the task when it was defined as inapproplAate for

thn to do wen (girlr, do better), would be greater than the,equivalent

ffer. between the rls' p rforma-oes in de appropriate and luappropria e

situations. The study also allowed a test -1 Lynn's prediction t!..at males

would surpass fornal=es in problem-solving skills.

The ifth and final prediction WaS that th__ boys' performance on

the problom-solving task would be related poeftively to an assessment of their

sex role. Np prediction was ma Apncerning tbe relation between problem-

solving La ' performance and sex role for girls. Since various measures of

sex roles have shown poor consistency among themselves, (Mi chel, 1970)

variety of as res designed to assess sex-role identity, p eference, and

concepts in young childrc ware used in the studY. Their inter-r latio- hips

were also examined to ascertain their communality.
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1Neth d

Children from two nursery schools were individually assessed on a

battery of casts in four or five sessions over a five moall period.

The test battery included a measure of intelligence, the Peabody

Picture Vocabulary Tes (PINT) (Duna, 1959); which WaS used to

match the subjects acr--s conditions.

The Guilford C uildford,'ty Tes-!s for Child n; faking Obje-

1971) was used as a measure of problem-solving ab'lity, following

suggestion made by Guilford (note 1) s characterized the tests

as a measure of probler-solving involving divergent production (Guil-
,

ford, 1971). The test, previously adapted for use with four year old

children (Reis, 1976), was used 5 the task in the thlee condi tions.

In this test, the child is shown to usea set of cardboard shapes to

ke pictures. Be or she is then asked to make seven different pictures,

f-- example, an icc-cream cone.

In additi

These included

five mea- es pertInent to gender identity werP used.

con,..tancy questionnaire, which asses

gender identity, gender stability over time, and gender consistency

across uations (Slaby & Frey, 1975).

2. A p ojective measure of the child's sex identity was used, the Draw a

Per-- n Test (DAP) (Goodenough and Harris, 1963).

3. A standard masure of sex _ole orientatIon or preference, th- It

Scale for Children, ITS.) (B o n, 1956) was also given to the

children. In this: test, the children usually are required to make

choices for a supposedly neutral stick figure. How ver, there is

some evidence suggesting that the stick figure is perceived as

masculine and consequently, the test may not be a valid measure

6
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girls (M Ghee, 75) In this study the stick figure was replaced by

a drawing of an androgynous face of a child. &pilot study had found

that female children identified the face as that of a girl and male

children, as that of a boy.

A sex -p nce questionnaire, based upon a me lod devised by Kagan

and Lemkin (1960), asked the children to specify the parenLal prefer

ences and sex identity of both cartoon figures and themselves. Other

items asked the children about the sex of the children with whom they

habitually played.

5. rinall- the person fr- the moon techni ue based on Hartley (1960)

was used to ascertain the relative broadness of the children's sex

role concepts for males and females. This method required tliat the

cl idren indicated what activities they considered appropriate for

for boys, girls, men, enc. women. Responses to the moon questions

were separately seorecl by two raters, who scored the responses as

to type; the scoring agreement for the two raters was 95.47.; Three

scores were selected to assess the children's perceptions of the

broadness and similarity of sex roles'. These were the number of

activities seen as appropriate for males, the number of activi_i-

seen as appropriate for females and the number of activities seen

as ap- opriate for both males and females.

The children e given the tests in the same order, the PPVT

and DAP; the Making Objects La the 1TSC; the moon questions and sex

preference questionnai and the gender constancy questionnaire in the

last session. All children received the PPVT and the Making Objects task,

but not all the children received all of the sexrole measures, due

scheduling problems.
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Almose equal numbers of girls and boys were randomly assigned to

one of three conditions. After giving the regular instructions for the

Guilford Ma ing Objec task, the experimenter casually re arked that this

was a task on which either boys, or gils, or both generally did well

depending on whether the eueject

or beeh do %Jell condition.

Sublect

in the boys do better, girls do better,

There were 27 boys and 29 girls in the stu,y. Their ages ran ed

feom 42 to 63 months of f ' with a mean age -f 52.83, s.d.= 4.86. A 2 x 3

ANOVA (sox x the 7hree conditions) showed no significant differences in age

among the six groups of children in the three conditions of the study. Nor

were there any significant differences among the groups in the children's

intellieence as as- =sed by the PPVT scores.

The analyses of the cheld-en's responses on the measures of sex

identity, sex-rel.' preference, and sex-role concepts revealed little vari-

ation among the three conditions. There was no significant difference in the

proportions of boys and girls in the three conditions attaining the relatively-

mature third and fourth stages on the gender constancy questiennaire. Nor

was there a significant difference between the proportions of girls and boys

drawing a same sex figure on the DAP. So few children drew an opposite sex

figure, that it was not necessary to test for variations between the conditions

of the

e ete

idy. Whe: scored to reflect preference for one's own sex-role, the

sex-role preference did not differentiate among the six

groups.I When scored in the procedure conventional for the ITSC, that is with

higher scores reflecting a masculine orientation, as expected, the boys

obtained higher scores than the girls, U = 196.5, z .e 2.74, .01 and

F (1,48) 82.87, 2 X.0001 on the ITSC and sex-preference questionnaire .

respectively.
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The groups of subjects differed significantly on one of the three

cores frcm the moon question. Boys cited significantly more activities

as appropriate for males then did females, F (1,47) 7.90, 1L<:.005. Girls

in the boys do better and both do well conditions gave fewer responses than

boys Th the boys do better condition, Scheff6 p.05. There were no signifi

cant differences among the groups in the number of activities considered

approprio.te f r fin ales or the amount of activities seen as appropriate for

bo h males and females.

Results

The ANOVA on the Making nhjects task scores indicates significant

effects for the variables of conditions y (1,50 , 8.07, _<=.01 and the

interaction between sex of subjact and condition, F (2,50) 74 10.59, p..005

(Table 1). The Duncan test r_ eals that in accordance with the first pre

diction, boys in the girls do better condition perform significantly poorer

than all the other groups (Table 2). The other groups do not differ

significantly among themselves. The boys' scores are higher in the boys

do better condition than in the both do well condition, but the-difference is

ins. gnificant. These results then provide some support for the hypothesis

that boys differentiate themselves from a task when it is identified as one

appropriate for girls.

Counter to the second prediction that the girls would pe7form best

in the girls do better condition, the girls' scores are lowest in tlat

condition, although not significantly so. It had been predicted that the

difference in the boys' scores between the boys do better and both do well

conditions and the gi ls do better condition would be greater than the

difference between the equivalent scores for girls. This prediction is

supported in as much as the boys' scores are signif cantly higher in the

9
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first two conditions than in the last, while there are no significant

ditferences among the rls' scores.

Lynn's hypothesis that bovs have_ renter problem-solving skills

pPo

si griificarit

-icd by this data. The ANOVA on the task scores reveals no

-CS the variable of sex. Furthermore, with the exclusion

of the children in the task inappropriate eonditiols the boys and girls do

iUt diffor.

The Fifth nredictLon rcceivps some support from the boys' data.

The sex-role measures positively associated with the boys' Makinp Obje ts

task srores are the sex-preference questionniare and DAP performance. The

more the boys prefer the same-sex parent ana same-sex c: Tanions, the better

are their scores on the problem-solving task, r (25) = .42, 025 (One-

tailed test). Similarly, the 22 boys who dvew a male figure on the DAP

scored sitmificantly higher on the problem-solving task, t (25) = 2.22,

p<.025 (One-tailed test), than the five boys who drew a feminine figure.

In addition- the PPVT scores and the sex-preference questionnaire scores are

silnificantly associated, so that the brighter the boys, the more they prefer

the male sex, r (25) = .40 p4(.05. Finally, the more intelligent the boys,

the better their scores on the problem-solving task, r (25) = .62, p.01.

Nene of thu within condition co relation coefficients attain significance;

significant coefficients are attained only for the total sample of boys.

There are no significant associations be-ween the girls' sco

on the Making ObjeL --- task and any of the sex-related measures. This lack

of association among the girls' measure obtains bo_h for the total group of

girls and for the three groups individually in the conditions of the study.

The intercorrelations among the sex-related measures are shown in

Tables 3 and 4. The tables also show the associations betw en the ages of

1 0
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the children and their scores on the measures. e Kendall nk-order

correlation was used with the 1TSC and the gander constancy questionnaire,

while the Pearson product oment correlation was used with the other

mense es.

age of the girls correlates significantly only with a score

.loon question. The older the girls, the fewer similar activities

riy nrr ive for malt,.s and E --les, , (25) -.18 05. The age of the

bovs correlates significan lv with stages on the gender constancy ques on-

naire, = 1.66, (05 (One-tailed est).

Three of the five se -role measures show some -onsistency for girls.

The gender constancy questionnaire significantly associates with the ITSC.

more mature die stage of gender co --ancy the girls attain,

feminine their orientation on the TTSC = -.27, z 2.00, R =. .05. The

gender constancy questioimuaire also correlates significantly with one of the

uestion scores. Tlic higher the stage ot gender constancy reached by the

girls, the greater the num er of .-_ les they see as appropriate for boys,

t = z = 2.63, 2(.01.

The ITSC correlates

activities the g

-rnificantly with the number of similar

perceive for males and females he moon question.-

The more masculine the girls' scores on the ITSC, the greater the number of

similar activites they cite Cor males and females, t = .29, z -7- 2.12, R(.05.

There are no significant differences between the girls who drew a

feacle -i!aure and those who drew a male figure on the DAP in age or on PPVT

score gender constancy stages, ITSC scores sex-preference questionnaire

score, or the three moon question scores.

Four of the fi-- sex-role measures show some consistency for boys.

The gender constancy questionnaire sho significant associations with the

11
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moon question scores. The higier the stage of gender constancy reached

greater the number of activities for males t = -7: 2.55, EX,.05, atd

t
the greater the number of similar activities for maica and females, t = .30,

z = 2.21 .05, are given by the boya.

The boys responses on the sex-preference questionnaire are

significantly associated with their ITSC scores. The more the boys pref

male figures. che mo e masc line their scores on the USC, t_ = .29, z = 2.04,

Th -- arc no si-nificant differences between the b_ s who drew a

male figure and those who drew a female figure on the DAP in age, on PPVT

score gender constancy stages, ITSC score, sex-preference questionnaire score

or the thrLe moon Question scores.

ion

predictions for the boys' performance were largely supported by

the data. The results of this study, therefore, support the hypothesis that

boys differentiate themselves from feminine activities, and that it is more

important for boys to separate themselves from opposite sex activities than for

girls to do so. Such differentiation occu even if it means that the boys

do poorly on a problem-solving task. However, the boys' performance was poorer

only when the task was defined as one which girls do well and by implication, .

boys the efore, should not do well. This suggests that young boys d

object to performing tasks that are suitable for both sexes, but only those

that are labelled exclusively feminine.

The girls' perfro ance, contrary to the study's p diction, was not

significantly affected by the exper" ente 's comments. In fact, their poorest

performance was on tbe task identified as one that ("irls did well. This find-

ing is contrary to Mont ayor's finding (1974) that girls performed better with

12
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a toy when it was defined as being for girls. The children in the MOntemayor

study were on the average approximately 27 months older than the ohildren in

this :study. This suggests that sex-role standards are not yet as powerful for

the young girls as they have become for older 'girls.

The fluence of sex-role standards has been especially demonstrated

Pzb2_11in the _- perfo_ ance of older subjects, where'the usual pattern
-"

one of better problem-solving by males (Hoffman and Maier, 1961). With_

older subjects, a masculine sex-role identification has been asseciated wiEh

better problem-solving skills for.both males and females (Milton, 1957).

The better task scores achieved byNtne young.boys in this stUdy who

prefer-ed masculine oompanyand who drew masculine figures is in agreement

with the results... obtained with older subjects and lends support to Lynn's

hypothesis that the development -f masculine sex:identity facilitateg the

development of problem-solving skills in boys. In this study, however, the

results do not. support Lynn's hypothesis that due to the nature of their sex-

identification process, boys become better problem-solvers than girls, nor do

the results support the previous finding based on older subjects, that mascur

line sex identity is associated with better problem-solving by females as well

as males. The equality of -he performance of boys and girls at this early age

emphasizes theimportasocialiation processes in producing the uthual

pattern of poorer perfor ance by_older females.

The rgsults of this study also emphasize the limitations of the sex-

role meaSures. It is note cx-,hy thati contrary to the usUal expecta ions that

sex-Lrole prefe ences; concepts and identity become-more definite as young

children grow older, only two Outzof.e possible 12 associations between the

Children's age and test :scores were.slinificant. In addition he pattern of

associations among _he sex-role measures indicates that these tests centainly

are not,interchangeable. Since the tests attempt to assess the children's
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concepts of sex roles sex-role preference, and gender identity frpm

/different approaches ve Thigh associations among the tests, therefore, should

not necessarily occur. However, what associations eXist are generally of such

moderate levels that comparisons of studies using these different measures mu

be done very cautiously.

is worthwhile to point out that if the masculie need to

reject feminine activities stems from the almost exclusive roLe- of the mother

as the main child caretaker, then one way to reduce this masculine need is to

troduce more males into child rearing activities. Greater 'contact with male

models, for example nursery teachers, fathers, baby sitters, etc. should

provide the boy with opportunities to learn his sex role more simply and more

directly and should help to alleviate the masculine need to emphasize the
\

definition of oneself as apart from girls and women.

1 4
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Table 1

Analysis of yariance for Task Scores

Source df MS

Sex (A)

Conditions (B)

A x B

Error

**p 4.01

P 4..005

2

2

50

16.66

76.02

99.75

9.42

Table 2

Mean Task Scores for Boys and Girls in

the. Three Conditipns

Girls

CondiO.ons

Boys 4o Both do Girls do

Better Well Better
'Boys do Both do
Better- Well

Girls do
Better

Mean 18.72

s.d.

17.30 15.90

3.39 2.56 3.41

17.85 17.75 *

4.05

*The underlined means-do not ditfer significantly from each other,

Duncan test, p

17

11.80

3.81



Correlation C

Table 3

icients for Associations among the Sex-Role Measures _Id

h A e fE._-t Girls

Correlation

Coefficients

ITSC

Scores

Moon Question Scores

Male, Femalep Similar

Activities

Sex-Preference Age

Questionnaire Scores

Cender Constancy

Stages

ITSC Scores t

hoai Question Scores

M'ale ActiVities

Fe le Activities r

SmUar Activities r

-.27* .36*

-.01

.12

-.03

-.04

.29*

.04

-.20

.17

-.16

ges=Wer-,,I..±.7611.7

.13

,22

-.11

.21

3

Sex-Preference

Questionnaire

Scores

27

*p (.05

All p values are b- A on two-tailed tests.

18
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Table 4

CorrelatIon Coefficients for AssocIations among the Sex-Role Measures and

Correlation

Coefficients

Gender Constancy

Stages

1TSC Scores

Noon Question Scor

Male Aciviti s r =

.Pemale Activities

SimilPr Activities r =

Sex-Preference

Questionnaire

Scores

n L. 27

5

_witjl ye for boys

Moon Question Scores
1TSC

Male, Female, Similar
Scores

Activitie

Sex-Preference

uestionnaird Scores

Age

35*

.01

.22

-.21

.30*

-.15

-.13

.29*

.02

.01

-20

.23*

05

22

-.31

.27

All p values are based on two-tailed tests, except the p value for the coefficient between gend constancy

gages and age.

21


